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Sky watch for the next month: 
• Moon at annual perigee — on 
July 13 look out for large tides
overnight as the Moon will be the
closest to Earth.
• Mars and Spica Hanging out
together — on July 12 after sunset,
look southwest and Spica is below
Mars from sunset until they set
together after midnight.
• Aldebaran next to Moon — on
Tuesday, July 22 just before dawn,
check out the star Aldebaran in the
East next to the Moon as they fade
away into the sunlight.
• Delta Aquarids Meter Shower Peak
— July 28 and July 29 look in the
southern sky after midnight as it expected debris 
from comet 96P Machholz will fall at a rate of 
15-20 per hour. With a new Moon, it will be easy 
to spot.
Public Events for the next month:
• Monthly Friday night Stargazing at the Trek Center
— Mark down July 11 at 7:30 p.m. on your calendar
and join us at the Trek Center for our monthly Star
Gazing. We will try and show you the rings of Saturn
during daylight (yes, this is possible with the scope we
have) followed by a short indoor presentation on the
cosmos (weather pending). Experts are on hand the the

second Friday of the month to explain the
heavens, teach scoping skills and help you
develop your knowledge of our sky. 
For further information, contact the 
Trek Center at 403-485-2994 and the website
www.vulcantourism.com will be updated
regularly.
• RASC Annual Star-B-Q — Join us for
some good times and great viewing under
wonderfully dark skies. Camping $20 per
vehicle and Saturday buffet is $21 per
person. July 4-5 with all weekend camping 
at Eccles Ranch Observatory just north of
Caroline, Alta. 
For further information contact Roland
Dechesne at 403-510-4330, e-mail:
Roland.Dechesne@cnrl.com or check out the

website at: http://calgary.rasc.ca/ starbq.htm. 
Happy long days of summer and keep reaching for the
sky!
Neel Roberts is a member of the Calgary chapter of 

the Royal Astronomical Society of Canada-the nation’s
leading astronomy club founded in 1849 with more than
4,000 members and 29 centres across Canada. He
welcomes your questions and comments by phoning 
403-560-6574 or e-mail Neel_Roberts@ptccanada.com.
The members meet the second Friday monthly at the
Trek Center at 7:30 p.m. and you find out about the
meetings at http://calgary.rasc.ca/vulcan2014.htm.

There will be some interesting sights in the sky this month

Privatization isn’t always the easiest
route. That may be a lesson the Alberta
government has had to learn the hard
way as it attempts to catch up on an
infrastructure deficit.
During the 2012 election campaign,
then-premier Alison Redford
announced her government would
build 50 new schools and complete 
70 school modernizations across
Alberta by 2016.
Since taking power, the Progressive
Conservatives have been announcing
these projects here and there, but
nowhere near the numbers promised.
Completion dates are also being moved

as the ability to find private partners to build these schools has
diminished.
In the latest round of announcements made in June, government
officials said rather than build 19 schools using a P3 partnership,
the Province will work with the school divisions involved to build
them the old way — using their own administration, contracts 
with individual construction companies and thus retaining the
ownership/maintenance of these buildings.
It will be a slower process than farming the schools out to one
company, but ultimately a cheaper one. There is a pitfall when it
comes to working with the private sector. Jobs are only cheaper
when there is a lot of companies bidding on them because there is
healthy competition. Only so many companies are in the business
of building and maintaining schools. When the government went
looking to build these 19 latest ones, only one company bid on the
deal and that total price came in about $14 million more than
estimated. That’s a lot of taxpayers’ dollars that would have been
left on the table. 
This is a good lesson to learn moving forward for the Alberta
government. Let’s hope in the future ruling parties aren’t as quick
to look to the private sector for easy or cheap answers because they
won’t always find them.
Rose Sanchez is assistant managing editor with the Prairie Post.

Contact her with your comments about this opinion piece at:
rsanchez@prairiepost.com.
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